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Abstract

We investigate experimentally whether the protégés’ reaction to paternalism depends on the consequences of the paternalistic action to their well-being. We find that protégés punish a paternalist restricting their freedom of choice. Yet, this negative reaction is not based on principled grounds because, with hindsight, protégés punish the paternalist only if the restriction makes them worse off. Conversely, if the restriction makes them better off, the protégés on average do not punish and, sometimes, they even reward the paternalist. This suggests that protégés take a consequentialist stand on paternalism. Controlling for intentions ascribed to the patron does not alter our finding.
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1 Introduction

Thomas Schelling cites the anecdote of a politically radical son in his twenties who is furious with his conservative father for “putting a sum of money in trust that the son may use for political contributions only when he reaches the conservative age of forty” (Schelling 1984, p. 6). Can these negative feelings toward the paternalistic act change and become positive when the son reaches forty? A condition under which an affirmative answer may be given to this question is that the son actually converts to conservativism when he turns forty. He might then appreciate the mere consequences of his father’s paternalism, i.e., the prevention of supporting political purposes that, with the wisdom of hindsight, he disapproves.

Governments in most Western societies are increasingly embracing paternalistic policies especially in areas where individual and societal costs of certain types of behavior (such as alcohol abuse, smoking, gambling, consumption of unhealthy food) are widely discussed.\(^1\) In the United States, paternalistic regulations are not limited to one side of the political spectrum. The Democratic US president Barack Obama has selected Cass Sunstein (one of the thought leaders of “libertarian paternalism”) to be his regulatory czar and to run the Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs. The current Republican mayor of New York City, Michael Bloomberg, has proposed to ban the sale of sodas larger than 16 ounces in bars and shops of his government district as part of a larger campaign against unhealthy food. In Australia, the Productivity Commission has recommended the use of a poker machine commitment system under which “people with gambling problems could be required to set a limit on the amount of money they wish to spend on playing poker machines in a given period (…) or set a time limit on their use of poker machines” (Thomas and Buckmaster 2010, p. 23).\(^2\)

Given these widespread paternalistic state interventions, the question can be raised as to whether or not citizens judge a paternalistic government, which introduces coercive measures, on the basis of the consequences of these measures. The answer to such a question may have important implications

---

\(^1\)Following Dworkin (2010), we take paternalism to mean “the interference of a state or an individual with another person, against their will, and defended or motivated by a claim that the person interfered with will be better off or protected from harm.”

\(^2\)Other examples of paternalistic regulations include banning narcotics, warnings on cigarettes, public health advertising, and the obligations to wear a motorcycle helmet or to fasten seat-belts.
concerning the timing of the paternalistic interventions by a government that wants to be re-elected. Specifically, if the consequences are what matter, then the paternalistic interventions should be pursued well before the election year so that their effect can be visible. Otherwise, the interventions might be postponed until around election time.

Ascertaining whether people’s attitudes and behavior toward paternalistic acts are influenced by their consequences is therefore of great importance for policy. Yet, we are not aware of any empirical effort to examine this issue.\(^3\) In this paper we study experimentally protégés’ reaction to paternalism when the consequences of the paternalistic actions have proven to be unambiguously beneficial or harmful.\(^4\) A subject can act either as a protégé or as a patron. The protégés may gamble their experimental money in a lottery with zero expected return, while the patron can restrict their gambling choices.\(^5\) Then, in the hindsight treatment, the protégés are informed about the realization of the lottery and are given the opportunity to punish or reward the patron. Although imposing restrictions on liberty may be perceived by the protégé as undesirable for it challenges the principle of an individual’s sovereignty over his own choices (see, e.g., Sen 1987), once the consequences of the restrictions are evident, the protégé’s judgment may change. Consequentialist reasoning (e.g., Honderich 1995) suggests that if the protégé realizes that the paternalistic act has made him better off, he should value it.

By looking at the reaction of the protégés when the patron’s restriction makes them better off and when the restriction makes them worse off, we can provide support for the view that behavior and feelings toward paternalism are in line with consequentialism. By comparing the results of the hindsight treatment with those of a foresight treatment, where the consequences of the restriction are unknown, we can show that knowledge of the consequences influences behavior.

\(^3\)Johansson-Stenman (2012) is a notable exception. Based on survey evidence, he studies whether people see an action as ethically bad because of its overall consequences or on some other grounds. His results suggest that most people are consequentialists in their ethical perceptions. While Johansson-Stenman focuses on people’s normative views, we look at people’s actual behavior.

\(^4\)The laboratory provides an ideal environment for studying unambiguous outcomes, whereas real-life outcomes can be more or less ambiguous depending on the context.

\(^5\)The choice of a lottery seems to be the appropriate starting point for an experimental analysis because paternalistic policies often deal with choices whose outcomes are risky/uncertain.
Recently, philosophy is opening up to empirical work that takes “folk intuitions” into account (see, e.g., Appiah 2008). While traditional armchair philosophers tell us how moral agents ought to be, contemporary empirical philosophers maintain that any normative theory should keep in mind that “ought implies can” (e.g., Knobe 2003; Greene et al. 2009). In this vein, policy makers are well-advised to take people’s systematic moral intuitions into account when designing their policies.

Orthodox economists are notoriously opposed to paternalism. developments in behavioral economics have, however, brought to light a large variety of decision biases and decision-making errors that may serve to inform paternalistic policies. As O’Donoghue and Rabin (2003, p. 186) write: “humans are humanly rational rather than superhumanly rational”, implying that people do not always act in their own best interest. Notably, the violation of the rationality assumption is a key point in any argument for paternalistic policies. Thaler and Sunstein (2003) have promoted the concept of “libertarian paternalism” (also termed “asymmetric paternalism” by Camerer et al. 2003) according to which, policy makers should exploit well-established psychological biases in order to “nudge” (Thaler and Sunstein 2008) individual behavior toward self-interest without limiting choice. Gruber and Köszegi (2008), on the other hand, use the behavioral approach (specifically, a model of hyperbolic discounting) to justify a sin tax that makes smokers internalize the long-term cost of their bias for immediate gratification.

While the discussion in the literature generally focuses on the justifiability of paternalism from an ethical or welfare perspective, our research will be concerned with the perception of paternalism by those who are directly affected by it. This will help us understand how common people, not educated philosophers or economists, feel about paternalism.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we lay out our experimental design and procedures. After detailing our research hypotheses (Section 3), we present the experimental findings (Section 4). We summarize the main points of our study and offer concluding

---

6 Some liberals, following Immanuel Kant, believe that liberty has an intrinsic value. Other liberals, following John Stuart Mill, believe that liberty has merely an instrumental value for it helps to maximize utility or aggregate happiness.
7 See, e.g., Camerer et al. (2003) for a description of cases in which paternalism may be useful.
2 Experimental design

2.1 Phases and treatments

The experiment consisted of two successive phases. The first phase was designed to elicit the participants’ choices about a risky gamble and the paternalistic restrictions on such choices. Hence, phase 1 is preparatory for our main research objective (namely to study whether people’s reactions to paternalistic behavior are contingent upon its consequences or independent of these), which is tackled in the unannounced second phase. The first sentence of the instructions explained the dangers of gambling and how heavily gambling is regulated in many countries.

At the beginning of phase 1, one participant in each session was randomly assigned the role of “patron” and the remaining participants were assigned the role of “protégés.” The patron received an endowment of 50 ECU (Experimental Currency Unit) and each protégé received an endowment of 100 ECU (one ECU was worth 0.10 Euros). The protégés had to decide which amount \( x \) of their endowment they wanted to bet in a lottery, where \( x \) could be any integer value between 0 and 100. The lottery returned two times the bet with one-half probability and nothing with one-half probability, so that its expected return is \( -x + \frac{2x+0}{2} = 0 \).

While the protégés made their decisions about \( x \), the patron was given the opportunity to impose a limit to their bet – thus restricting their gambling choices – with no monetary consequences to himself. Subjects were explained that the patron would receive a fixed payment of 50 ECU irrespective of his choice. We discretized the choice set of the patron to six restriction possibilities: \( R \in \{0, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100\} \), where \( R = 0 \) means restricting access to any positive bet (i.e., allowing no gambling), \( R = 20 \) means restricting access to bets higher than 20, and so forth, until \( R = 100 \) that implies no restriction at all. The restriction chosen by the patron ap-

---

8. Apart from the first sentence, we formulated the instructions as neutrally as possible, avoiding suggestive terms like patron and protégé. A translated version of the instructions can be found in the appendix.

9. An “impartial” patron, with no stake in the game, should be perceived as someone who is exclusively interested in what is objectively desirable. This should reduce suspicions by the protégés that the patron made his choice out of self-interest.
plied to all protégés in the session, and it was binding only when \( x > R \). Protégés did not receive any feedback about the restriction \( R \) set by the patron until the end of the session. Depending on the experimental treatment (explained later in this section), the outcome of the lottery was either disclosed or not disclosed to the protégés.

In (unannounced) phase 2, the protégés were allowed to punish or reward the patron for the imposed restriction. In this phase, the patron received an additional endowment of 50 ECU and had no decision to make. The protégés could alter the patron’s total endowment (of 100 ECU) by any integer amount \( \Delta \in [-50, +50] \), without any cost to themselves. By choosing a negative (positive) \( \Delta \), the protégé was punishing (rewarding) the patron. Since protégés were not informed about the restriction \( R \) chosen by the patron, we used the strategy method: each protégé had to decide on the amount \( \Delta \) by which to vary the patron’s endowment for every possible level of restriction (hence, the protégés had to make six choices). At the end of the session, one protégé was randomly selected and his conditional choice was applied to the patron. The patron’s final payoff was therefore \( 100 + \Delta_i \), with \( i \) being the randomly selected protégé. Denoting the amount actually bet by the protégé by \( \gamma \), where \( \gamma \) equals \( x \) if \( x \leq R \) and \( R \) otherwise, his payoff was \( 100 + \gamma \) or \( 100 - \gamma \) depending on the realization of the lottery.

We implemented two treatments, which differed with respect to the information supplied to the protégés at the end of phase 1. In the hindsight treatment, the protégés made their \( \Delta \)-choices after learning the lottery outcome so that they knew with certainty the consequences (beneficial or harmful) of the restriction. A comparison of \( \Delta \)-choices between the group of subjects that observed a positive outcome and the group of subjects that observed a negative outcome allows us to assess whether the protégés’ reaction to the patron’s restriction depends on the realization of the lottery. We will distinguish between these two groups and refer to them as positive outcome-hindsight and negative outcome-hindsight treatment groups.

In the foresight treatment, the protégés made their \( \Delta \)-choices before knowing the lottery outcome so that they could not base their decisions on the actual consequences of the restriction. Comparing \( \Delta \)-choices in the foresight treatment with \( \Delta \)-choices in the two hindsight treatment groups, we can determine the extent to which the protégés’ reaction to the restriction changes according to whether consequences are known or unknown. A
difference in $\Delta$-choices between the foresight treatment and the negative outcome-hindsight treatment group would justify the tenet “you will not understand it now” (because you cannot see the consequences of the action), “but you will thank me later” (when the consequences become clear). From the results of the foresight treatment it will also be possible to gain an insight into the way in which protégés value freedom of choice, though this is not the primary purpose of the study.

It has been shown that eliciting decisions via the strategy method may affect results compared to the direct-response method (see, e.g., Brandts and Charness, 2011), yet we deliberately decided to use it. The reason is that the strategy method allows us to obtain observations at the harshest restriction (namely, $R = 0$) that may otherwise not have occurred. The protégés’ reaction to $R = 0$ provides a clear-cut assessment of their genuine attitudes toward paternalistic restrictions because punishing and rewarding behavior in response to $R = 0$ cannot be explained by inequality aversion. To see this, note that when $R = 0$ the protégé earns 100 ECU for sure. If he then chooses not to alter the patron’s endowment (by setting $\Delta = 0$), the patron’s earnings are 100 ECU as well. Conversely, if the protégé sets $\Delta \neq 0$, this reaction comes at the cost of introducing payoff inequalities. Thus, evidence of punishment or reward in response to $R = 0$, creation of inequalities notwithstanding, provides an unconfounded test of our hypotheses.

The reaction to $R > 0$ could be explained by aversion to inequality (see, e.g., Fehr and Schmidt 1999; Bolton and Ockenfels 2000). Suppose, for instance, that $R > 0$ and a protégé in the hindsight treatment observes that the amount bet is lost. Then, the patron’s payoff would be higher than the protégé’s payoff. An inequality averse protégé may decide for $\Delta < 0$ (seemingly punishing the patron) in order to restore equality. Similar arguments hold for the foresight treatment where protégés who are extremely averse to disadvantageous inequality (i.e., inequality which is to their material disadvantage) may choose $\Delta$ such that they ensure to be never worse off than the patron.\footnote{While we acknowledge that preferences for inequality may interact with risk attitudes (for experimental research on this topic, see Amiel et al. 2001; Kroll and Davidovitz 2003; Carlsson et al. 2005; Bolton and Ockenfels 2010), our aim here is to provide a simple scenario that clearly illustrates why we state and test our hypotheses conditional on $R = 0$.} For example, a protégé who bets 20 ECU should opt for $\Delta = -20$, and a protégé who bets 60 ECU should choose $\Delta = -60$. Obviously protégés’ aversion to disadvantageous inequality may be much less
severe (see Fehr and Schmidt 1999). Yet, this aversion would always cause protégés with different positive bets to choose different $\Delta$-values. Since any $R > 0$ entails different actual bets by the protégés, inequality aversion may account for their $\Delta$-choices. Only $R = 0$ guarantees that all protégés make the same actual bet of zero.

2.2 Procedures

The experiment was programmed in Fischbacher’s (2007) z-Tree and conducted in the experimental laboratory of the Max-Planck Institute of Economics in Jena (Germany). The participants, undergraduate students from the Friedrich-Schiller University of Jena, were recruited using Greiner’s (2004) ORSEE software. Upon entering the laboratory, they were randomly assigned to visually isolated computer terminals.

The full sequence of events unfolded as follows. First, the instructions for the first phase were distributed and read aloud to establish public knowledge. Then, the participants were randomly assigned the role of either patron or protégé. Once the protégés made their bets and the patron chose the restriction, a computerized random draw determined, for each protégé, whether the amount bet was doubled or lost. Protégés in the positive outcome-hindsight treatment group learned that they had doubled the amount bet; protégés in the negative outcome-hindsight treatment group learned that they had lost the amount bet; protégés in the foresight treatment were left in the dark about the lottery outcome. Next, the instructions for the unannounced second phase were displayed on the subjects’ screens. The protégés decided whether to increase, decrease, or leave unchanged the patron’s total endowment for each and every possible restriction. Afterward, one of the protégés was randomly selected and his choices became payoff relevant for the patron. The restriction set by the patron was revealed to the protégés, the experimental earnings were computed, and the subjects were paid accordingly. Protégés in the foresight treatment were also informed about the realization of the lottery.

Finally, protégés were administered a post-experimental questionnaire asking for background information (such as age and gender), eliciting their beliefs about the intentions motivating the patron’s choice, and assessing their emotions toward the patron. The protégés were told to suppose that the patron had allowed no gambling ($R = 0$). Then they had to report
on a seven-point scale with what intensity they experienced both anger and gratitude toward the patron in the case the outcome of the lottery was positive and in the case it was negative. The scale ranged from “no intensity at all” (1) to “very intensely” (7).

We used a between-subjects design where each subject was randomly assigned to one of the three treatment groups. We ran twelve sessions with 30 to 32 subjects in each session. In total, 379 students participated in the experiment and 367 acted as protégés. To balance the number of protégés in each treatment group, we had eight sessions for the hindsight treatment and four sessions for the foresight treatment. This yields data for 118 protégés that knew they had doubled the amount bet (positive outcome-hindsight treatment group), 126 protégés that knew they had lost the amount bet (negative outcome-hindsight treatment group), and 123 protégés that were not informed about the lottery outcome (foresight treatment).

3 Main research hypotheses

Our experiment is expressly designed to test two main hypotheses. In this section, we state the hypotheses in their alternative form ($H_1$) and rigorously distinguish each one of them from the null ($H_0$). To this aim, let us denote the mean of $\Delta$ conditional on a certain set of events $\Omega$ by $E(\Delta | \Omega)$.

The first hypothesis tests whether the protégés’ behavior toward the patron is consistent with consequentialist reasoning. It is based on the hindsight treatment data and compares the protégés’ $\Delta$-choices in response to the harshest restriction when the restriction makes them worse off with their $\Delta$-choices when the restriction makes them better off.

**Hypothesis 1.** Protégés in the positive outcome-hindsight treatment group will punish more (or reward less) in reaction to $R = 0$ than protégés in the negative outcome-hindsight treatment group:

$$H_1 : E(\Delta | R = 0, \text{positive outcome-hindsight}) < E(\Delta | R = 0, \text{negative outcome-hindsight}).$$

The corresponding null hypothesis is:

$$H_0 : E(\Delta | R = 0, \text{positive outcome-hindsight}) = E(\Delta | R = 0, \text{negative outcome-hindsight}).$$

Rejecting the null hypothesis of no difference in protégés’ behavior when
the restriction proves to be harmful and when it proves to be beneficial provides support for the view that people take a consequentialist position when appraising paternalism. Yet, evidence in favor of Hypothesis 1 does not say anything about whether and to what extent knowledge (as opposed to ignorance) of the consequences influences behavior. To draw inference about this issue, we compare the protégés’ Δ-choices in the foresight treatment with their Δ-choices in each of the two hindsight treatment groups. When the consequences of the restriction are unknown (as in the foresight treatment), consequentialist protégés should consider two Δ-values, one if the outcome of the lottery is positive and one if it is negative, and then take some (weighted) average between the two. Conversely, when the consequences of the restriction are known (as in the hindsight treatment), the protégés must decide on just one Δ, without any need to compute averages. This implies that Δ-choices in the foresight treatment should lay in-between those in the two hindsight treatment groups. Specifically, we expect that, compared to Δ-choices conditional on full restriction in the foresight treatment, Δ-choices in the positive outcome-hindsight treatment group will be smaller while Δ-choices in the negative outcome-hindsight treatment group will be larger. Thus, we test:

**Hypothesis 2.** Protégés who are prevented from gambling will punish (reward) the patron more (less) in the positive outcome-hindsight treatment group than in the foresight treatment; they will punish (reward) the patron less (more) in the negative outcome-hindsight treatment group than in the foresight treatment:

\[ H_1 : E(\Delta | R = 0, \text{positive outcome-hindsight}) < E(\Delta | R = 0, \text{foresight}); \]
\[ E(\Delta | R = 0, \text{negative outcome-hindsight}) > E(\Delta | R = 0, \text{foresight}). \]

The corresponding null hypothesis is:

\[ H_0 : E(\Delta | R = 0, \text{positive outcome-hindsight}) = E(\Delta | R = 0, \text{foresight}); \]
\[ E(\Delta | R = 0, \text{negative outcome-hindsight}) = E(\Delta | R = 0, \text{foresight}). \]

4 Experimental results

4.1 Data description and preliminary tests

On average, over both treatments, the amount that the protégés intend to bet in the lottery is 34 ECU, and the restriction set by the patrons is 77
Table 1: Summary statistics of ∆-choices at each restriction, separately for each treatment group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R</th>
<th>Positive outcome-hindsight</th>
<th>Negative outcome-hindsight</th>
<th>Foresight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean (1) Std. dev. (2)</td>
<td>Mean (3) Std. dev. (4)</td>
<td>Mean (5) Std. dev. (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>-13.97 30.37</td>
<td>2.41 36.86</td>
<td>-7.20 33.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>-6.07 29.46</td>
<td>1.59 32.30</td>
<td>-4.11 30.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>1.08 29.74</td>
<td>2.33 31.13</td>
<td>1.37 28.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>8.74 28.02</td>
<td>2.21 32.39</td>
<td>4.65 27.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>12.93 27.05</td>
<td>0.61 32.82</td>
<td>6.41 27.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>15.72 29.50</td>
<td>3.27 34.79</td>
<td>9.47 30.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ECU. Table 1 presents descriptive statistics of the protégés’ ∆-choices for each possible restriction, separately for each treatment group. A graphical representation of the average ∆-choices in the treatments is provided in Figure 1.

Table 1 and Figure 1 show two things. First, average ∆-choices in the positive outcome-hindsight treatment group and the foresight treatment follow a similar pattern (compare columns (1) and (5) in Table 1): they are negative for \( R = \{0, 20\} \) and increase monotonically with decreasing restriction. A series of sign tests reveals that ∆-choices for two adjacent restrictions are always significantly different from each other at the 1% level for the positive outcome-hindsight treatment group, and at the 5% level for the foresight treatment. Second, average ∆-choices in the negative outcome-hindsight treatment group (see column (3) in Table 1) are all positive and do not vary significantly across restriction levels. Sign tests confirm that ∆-choices for two adjacent restrictions are never significantly different from each other (not even the extreme restrictions, \( R = 0 \) and \( R = 100 \), turn out

\[^{11}\text{The median values equal zero in all except two cases, both of which refer to protégés in the positive outcome-hindsight treatment group (namely median(\(\Delta\)) = 0.50 and 1.50 when } R = 80 \text{ and } 100, \text{ respectively).}\]
Figure 1: Bar-diagrams of average Δ-choices by restriction and treatment group. The abbreviations NO-H, PO-H, and F stand for negative outcome-hindsight treatment group, positive outcome-hindsight treatment group, and foresight treatment, respectively. The bar height indicates, for each treatment group, the average Δ in response to the corresponding restriction.

To check whether the harshest restriction causes a significant reaction by the protégés, we performed, for each of the three treatment groups, sign tests of the null hypothesis that Δ-choices conditional on \( R = 0 \) are equal to zero.\(^{12}\) We are able to reject the null for the foresight and the positive outcome-hindsight treatment group (\( p \)-values = 0.004 and 0.000, respectively), but not for the negative outcome-hindsight treatment group (\( p \)-value = 0.223). Hence, forbidding gambling triggers significant punishment if the protégés do not know about the lottery outcome and if they know that the restriction makes them worse off. We can interpret the latter finding as a first piece of evidence that people strongly dislike paternalism when it precludes the achievement of better states.\(^{13}\)

\(^{12}\)We focus on the harshest restriction because, as pointed out in Section 2.1, this case controls for inequality aversion.

\(^{13}\)We will provide an interpretation of Δ-choices in the foresight treatment in Section 4.3.
4.2 Testing the main research hypotheses

Here we test the two main hypotheses formulated in Section 3. A comparison of the values in columns (1) and (3) of Table 1 shows that the protégés’ reaction to the harshest restriction hinges upon the outcome of the lottery (see also Figure 1). Specifically, average ∆-choices conditional on \( R = 0 \) are negative (−13.97 ECU) when the protégés know that they would have benefited from gambling, whereas they are positive (2.41 ECU) when the protégés know that they would have been harmed by gambling. Statistical corroboration of the differences in ∆-choices at the harshest restriction between the two hindsight treatment groups is provided by a Mann-Whitney test, which rejects the null of Hypothesis 1 in favor of its alternative (\( p \)-value = 0.000). This evidence supports our first research hypothesis that protégés’ behavior toward a patron restricting freedom of choice is in line with consequentialist reasoning.

Turning to Hypothesis 2, which compares ∆-choices in foresight and in hindsight, from Table 1 and Figure 1 we can see that protégés who are kept in the dark about the lottery outcome make average ∆-choices that lie between the average ∆-choices made in the positive outcome- and the negative outcome-hindsight treatment groups. Mann-Whitney tests allow the rejection of the null of Hypothesis 2 at the 10% level for the comparison between the foresight and the positive outcome-hindsight treatment group (\( p \)-value = 0.096), and at the 1% level for the comparison between the foresight and the negative outcome-hindsight treatment group (\( p \)-value = 0.011).\(^{14}\)

This gives support to our second research hypothesis and to the tenet “you will not understand it now, but you will thank me later”. In comparison to behavior in foresight, with the wisdom of hindsight, protégés make larger ∆-choices if they see that the patron’s action has prevented them from harm, even though they are not willing to reward the patron to a great extent.

\(^{14}\)Note that we find no difference when comparing ∆-choices made in the foresight treatment to average ∆-choices over the two hindsight treatment groups (\( p \)-value = 0.527; two-sided Mann-Whitney test). This suggests that protégés are consistent in the sense that their reaction after observing the realized outcome does not, on average, contradict their reaction in foresight.
4.2.1 Econometric analysis using Tobit regressions

To gain further insight into the relationship between observed lottery outcome and ∆-choices in the hindsight treatment, Table 2 reports the results of three Tobit regressions with individual ∆-choices in response to \( R = 0 \) in the hindsight treatment as dependent variable. Model 1 is a basic specification, which includes only a treatment dummy (namely the “outcome” of the lottery that equals 1 for the positive outcome-hindsight treatment group) and the protégés’ intended bet \( x \). It confirms the impression from Table 1 and the non-parametric analysis that ∆-values are significantly lower in the positive outcome- than in the negative outcome-hindsight treatment group. Additionally, the model shows that “intended bet” is significantly negative: ∆ decreases by close to 0.5 ECU per unit increase in \( x \).

Model 2 adds additional controls for the intentions ascribed by the protégés to the patron, and the protégés’ gender. The variables “outcome” and “benevolence” are included separately as main effects and in combination as interaction effects. Beliefs in the benevolent (rather than malevolent) intentions of the patron lead protégés that are prevented from harm to increase their ∆-choices by approximately 40 ECU, and the effect is significant. However, the large and significant interaction term indicates that benevolent intentions lose importance if the protégés would have doubled the amount bet (the marginal effect reduces to about 7 ECU). The coefficient of “outcome” is still significantly negative: protégés in the negative outcome-hindsight treatment group reduce their ∆-choice by 21.8 ECU if they attribute malevolent intentions to the patron. On the other hand, the coefficient of “benevolence×outcome” shows that protégés in the positive outcome-hindsight treatment group punish the patron more severely (by close to 55 ECU) although they think of him as benevolent. The results of Model 2 are important as they indicate that the protégés’ reaction toward the patron remains consistent with consequentialist thinking even after controlling for the intentions attributed to the patron. The coefficient of “male” is positive and significant at the 10% level, meaning that male, compared to female, protégés tend to punish (reward) the patron less (more). The present gender effect is in line with the results of Johansson-Stenman (2012), who observes that women are more likely than men to classify behavior as unethical if it violates someone else’s rights.

Finally, in Model 3, we control for the protégés’ feelings toward the
Table 2: Tobit regressions controlling for lottery outcome and intended bet (Model 1), intentions (Model 2), and emotions (Model 3)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Dependent variable: protégés’ Δ-choices when $R = 0$ in the hindsight treatment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 (Basic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>outcome (=1 if positive)</td>
<td>$-28.868^{***}$ $(7.376)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intended bet $x$</td>
<td>$-0.463^{***}$ $(0.139)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>benevolence</td>
<td>$39.794^{***}$ $(12.696)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>male</td>
<td>$13.716^*$ $(7.259)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>angry_won</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grateful_lost</td>
<td>$3.854$ $(2.925)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>angry_won × outcome</td>
<td>$-0.451$ $(3.854)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grateful_lost × outcome</td>
<td>$-8.652^{**}$ $(4.125)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>benevolence × outcome</td>
<td>$-33.411^{**}$ $(16.996)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>$20.812^{****}$ $(7.181)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R^2$</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: Standard errors in parentheses.  
*** Significant at the 1% level. ** Significant at the 5% level.  
* Significant at the 10% level.

patron that sets $R = 0$. The variable “angry\_won” (“grateful\_lost”) is a self-reported measure of the intensity of anger (gratitude) felt by the protégé
had he been prevented from gambling and experienced a positive (negative) lottery outcome. These variables are included separately and in combination with “outcome”. The interaction terms allow assessing whether the self-reported emotions vary with the treatment. The main effects of both “angry\textsubscript{won}” and “grateful\textsubscript{lost}” are insignificant, meaning that neither anger in case of assumed winnings nor gratitude in case of assumed losses can explain the behavior of the protégés in the negative outcome-hindsight treatment group. The coefficient of “grateful\textsubscript{lost} \times \text{outcome}” is significantly negative, i.e., the greater the gratitude of the protégés when they had to imagine that the patron had set $R = 0$ and they had lost, the lower their $\Delta$-choices when the outcome of the lottery turned to be positive. Although emotions seem to correlate with behavior, the coefficient of “angry\textsubscript{won} \times \text{outcome}” is not significant, implying that the self-reported intensity of anger in the case of assumed winnings does not explain $\Delta$-choices when the realization of the lottery was indeed positive. Note, finally, that the remaining coefficients in Model 3 are similar in value to those in Model 2.

### 4.3 How do protégés value freedom of choice?

We devote the last part of the analysis to the question of how protégés may value freedom of choice, distinguishing between two alternative concepts of freedom. The first concept is the instrumental one that freedom of choice is “a means to other ends” (Sen 1988) and, thus, has a value insofar as it helps to maximize utility. Under this view, a reduction in the opportunity set does not matter if the utility maximizing solution is included in the resulting subset. The second concept emphasizes the intrinsic importance of freedom of choice. From this perspective, freedom has a value in itself and, as such, it increases with the size of the opportunity set. An example taken from Sen (1991, p. 25) illustrates not only the difference between the concepts, but also how we can detect them in our context. Sen considers a person who (1) in a first scenario, decides to read a particular book, Cymbeline;
(2) in an alternative scenario, is forced to read another book which he would not have chosen to read; and (3) in a third scenario, is given no choice and simply ordered to read Cymbeline. As Sen notes, the person’s freedom is certainly reduced in the last two scenarios, but he is not equally unfree in the two cases: in the second scenario he is forced to read a book he would not have chosen, whereas in the third scenario he has to read the book he would have chosen to read anyway. While the instrumental view of freedom would consider the first and third scenarios as equivalent, the intrinsic view would insist that only the first scenario respects one’s freedom of choice.

Sen’s example makes it evident that a simple way to assess whether protégés in our experiment assign an intrinsic value to freedom is to consider how those who had chosen $x = 0$ in phase 1 react to $R = 0$ in phase 2. It seems reasonable to expect that protégés who value freedom as such should punish a patron forbidding gambling even when the restriction does not apply to them. Thus, using the data from the foresight treatment, we test the null hypothesis that average $\Delta$-choices conditional on $R = 0$ and $x = 0$ are equal to zero, against the alternative that such $\Delta$-choices are negative. A sign test does not allow us to reject the above null hypothesis ($p$-value = 0.363), indicating that protégés are not willing to punish the patron when they are not affected by the restriction. This result is reminiscent of Ahlert and Crüger’s (2004) finding that players, having to choose between an ultimatum game and a dictator game, tend to trade their freedom to veto for monetary rewards.

Protégés for whom freedom has an instrumental role should punish the patron when he sets a restriction that forces them to bet an amount lower than the one they would have bet. Clearly, a binding restriction should trigger a negative reaction also by those who value freedom in itself. Hence, to investigate whether freedom is valued both as an instrument and because of its intrinsic value, we study the reaction to $R = 0$ of the protégés that had chosen $x > 0$. Based on a sign test, we can reject the null hypothesis that average $\Delta$-choices conditional on $R = 0$ and $x > 0$ are equal to zero, in favor of the alternative that these $\Delta$-choices are negative ($p$-value = 0.001).

---

17 Recall that any positive restriction would result in different actual bets, so that inequality aversion might explain $\Delta$-choices.

18 Unawareness of the lottery outcome appears to be the best scenario for looking at this issue, since the analysis in Section 4.2 has shown that knowledge of the outcome affects average $\Delta$-values.
This means that the protégés significantly punish the patron when both dimensions of freedom of choice are violated.

Finally, if the instrumental value of freedom is causing the reaction of the protégés, one can expect that, in response to the harshest restriction, the protégés who had chosen \( x > 0 \) punish more than the protégés who had chosen \( x = 0 \). A two-sided Mann-Whitney test of the null hypothesis \( E(\Delta \mid R = 0, x > 0) = E(\Delta \mid R = 0, x = 0) \) confirms our expectation: the null can be rejected at the 5% level.\(^{19}\) To sum, protégés refrain from punishing the patron unless they themselves are restricted (i.e., unless both the instrumental and the intrinsic values of freedom are violated). Punishment seems to be triggered mainly by instrumental considerations.

As we considered only \( \Delta \)-choices in response to \( R = 0 \) (in order to control for inequality aversion), for the sake of completeness, Figure 2 presents \( \Delta \)-choices for each possible restriction level, separately for the case in which the restriction was not binding (\( x \leq R \)) and for the case in which it was binding (\( x > R \)). The figure shows an interesting pattern. While protégés tend on average to punish the patron if the restriction was binding, they do not choose negative \( \Delta \)-values if the restriction was not binding. In the latter case, they are even willing, on average, to reward the patron.

## 5 Summary and concluding remarks

Our goal in this study was to understand how people perceive paternalism. The question we asked was not merely whether people like or dislike paternalistic interventions, but whether people’s reaction to paternalism is contingent upon the consequences of the intervention or independent of these. We feel this issue merits attention in view of the increasing and widespread

\(^{19}\)Note that subjects are not randomly assigned to the two groups that are compared. Rather, they are assigned to the groups depending on whether their intended bet was greater than or equal to zero. Consequently, the \( \Delta \)-choices of the protégés in the two groups may be different for reasons other than whether or not the restriction is binding. For example, protégés who intended to bet zero are likely to be more risk averse than the others. Our conclusions then hold only under the assumption that people with different levels of risk aversion do not value freedom of choice differently. Although we are not aware of any evidence to the contrary, we acknowledge that the results are suggestive rather than conclusive. Not distinguishing between the two concepts of freedom provides a way to make controlled inference. Based on the sign test, we can reject the null hypothesis that average \( \Delta \)-choices are equal to zero, in favor of the alternative that they are negative (\( p \)-value = 0.004). That people value freedom of choice is thereby confirmed.
Figure 2: Protégés’ Δ-choices for each restriction and separately for the case where \( x \leq R \) and the case where \( x > R \). Beginning from the top left panel, sample sizes are as follows: \( R = 100 \) (\( n_{NB} = 123, n_B = 0 \)), \( R = 80 \) (\( n_{NB} = 116, n_B = 7 \)), \( R = 60 \) (\( n_{NB} = 109, n_B = 14 \)), \( R = 40 \) (\( n_{NB} = 84, n_B = 39 \)), \( R = 20 \) (\( n_{NB} = 47, n_B = 77 \)), \( R = 0 \) (\( n_{NB} = 19, n_B = 104 \)).

use of paternalistic practices in all aspects of life, from transport security to retirement savings to consumption behavior.
Although paternalism has been traditionally regarded as wrong because it represents a violation of freedom of choice, advances in behavioral economics have led economists and policy makers to become increasingly prone to supporting paternalistic interventions. After all, it is often argued, if individuals are boundedly rational, paternalistic interventions may help them to avoid mistakes and to make rational decisions. However, what has remained largely unexplored is how the protégés (i.e., those affected by the paternalistic intervention) perceive paternalism. Do the protégés realize that the intervention is in their own interest? Do they instead consider the intervention as an usurpation of their freedom? Or, rather, does their behavior toward paternalism depend on whether the paternalistic intervention proved to be beneficial or harmful to them? To remain in the setting envisioned in our experiment, consider people who, against their expressed wish, are not allowed to gamble. They may perceive this prohibition as positive because it is likely to keep them away from poverty. Alternatively, they may regard the prohibition as a violation of the liberty to decide for themselves whether or not to risk their money. Or the reaction to the prohibition may depend on whether its consequences have been experienced and proved to enhance well-being. According to a consequentialist perspective, after losing money gambling, the protégé may appreciate the prohibition.

Our results suggest that with the wisdom of hindsight (i.e., being aware of the consequences of the paternalistic act to their own payoff), protégés take predominantly a consequentialist stand on paternalism. Protégés punish an impartial and randomly appointed patron who forbids gambling when this action makes them worse off, and, notably, they reward the patron when the action makes them better off. Additionally, in comparison to protégés who are kept in the dark about the consequences of the restriction, protégés who know that they would have won, had they gambled, punish the patron more heavily, whereas protégés who know that they would have lost are willing to reward the patron. The regression results reveal that the protégés’ reaction to paternalism remains consistent with consequentialist reasoning even after controlling for the intentions (malevolent vs. benevolent) that the protégés attribute to the patron.

We interpret our results as evidence that the experienced or divulged consequences of paternalistic interventions play an important role when it comes to the evaluation of the interventions. Folk intuitions, which are es-
sential for the successful implementation and communication of any policy, do not reject paternalism on principled grounds (i.e., on grounds that value freedom of choice in itself). The finding that consequences have a significant impact upon protégés’ reaction to paternalism may persuade governments either to undertake paternalistic policies well before the election year so that their presumed positive effect becomes visible or to promote the salience of prevented harm to citizens. Yet, we are hesitant to give sound policy advices based on the experimental results we present. On the one hand, people’s actual perception of paternalism is still at an early stage of scrutiny to make any conclusive suggestion. On the other hand, the possibility of self-justifying paternalism (i.e., “paternalistic behavior which effects its own justification”, Archard 1993, p. 341) needs to be considered. Some scholars worry that allowing paternalism to be justified by subsequent consent might lead paternalistic governments “to create that very consent” by somewhat distorting people’s preferences and desires (e.g., Carter 1977; Van de Veer 1979; Archard 1993). Uncovering evidence of self-justifying paternalism could provide a fertile ground for future experimental work.
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Appendix: Experimental instructions (translated from German)

Instructions for phase 1 (distributed and read aloud)

Welcome and thanks for participating in this experiment!

This is an experiment which involves gambling. More than half of all Germans gamble. Studies have found that young people are particularly prone to gambling. Gambling is considered problematic in many societies and often heavily regulated.

In this experiment, we shall speak of ECU (Experimental Currency Units) rather than euros. Your payoff in ECU will be converted to Euros at the end of the experiment with a conversion rate of 1 ECU = 0.10 Euros.

One of you will be randomly assigned to role B. The remaining participants will be assigned to role A.

The participants in role A will be endowed with 100 ECU. They can bet any integer amount up to their endowment in a gamble. Depending on the result of a random draw, the amount bet will be either doubled with probability $\frac{1}{2}$ or lost with probability of $\frac{1}{2}$. The participant in role B may, however, impose a gambling limit to the participants in role A.

The participant in role B will be endowed with 50 ECU that she will keep irrespective of her choice. She will be asked to place a gambling limit on the participants in role A. If the bet that a participant in role A wanted to make is higher than the imposed gambling limit, the bet will only be placed up to the imposed limit.

The gambling limit set by the participant in role B is the maximal amount that the participants in role A are allowed to bet in the gamble. The participant in role B must select one of the following gambling limits: 0 ECU (no gambling is allowed), 20 ECU (allowing to bet up to 20 ECU), 40 ECU (allowing to bet up to 40 ECU), 60 ECU (allowing to bet up to 60 ECU), 80 ECU (allowing to bet up to 80 ECU), or 100 ECU (setting no gambling limit). The participants in role A are only able to place a bet up to the imposed gambling limit.

If you have any questions, please raise your hand and an experimenter will approach you.
Instructions for phase 2 (displayed on screens)

The protégés read:
Before informing you about the decision of the participant in role B and your consequent payoff, we kindly ask you to participate in a second experiment. In this experiment, the participant in role B is endowed with additional 50 ECU, which gives her a total payoff of 100 ECU.
You may, however, increase or decrease B’s payoff by any integer amount between 0 and 50 ECU. You may, of course, leave B’s payoff unchanged. None of these choices will cost you anything.
Since you do not know the level of the gambling limit imposed by the participant in role B, you will have to make this choice for each possible limit that B may have imposed.
Every participant in role A will make these choices. One of you will be randomly selected, and the choice that she made for the gambling limit actually set by the participant in role B will be implemented, i.e., B’s payoff will be altered according to this choice.

The patron read:
We kindly ask you to participate in a second experiment.
In this experiment, you are endowed with additional 50 ECU, which gives you a total payoff of 100 ECU.
The participants in role A will decide whether to increase or decrease your payoff by any integer amount between 0 and 50 ECU. They will make this choice for each gambling limit that you may have imposed.
Every participant in role A will make these choices. One of them will be randomly selected, and the choice that she made for the gambling limit you actually set will be implemented, i.e., your payoff will be altered according to this choice.
Please wait until the participants in role A have made their decisions.
Post-experimental questionnaire: eliciting beliefs about the patron’s intentions

Why do you think that the participant in role B set a limit to your choice? Please, place a ‘1’ in the option that you think is the most correct one, a ‘2’ in the option that you think is the second to most correct one, and so on until you have rated all the eight options.

[ ] She has a moral conviction that gambling is bad.
[ ] She does not want to see that I lose money.
[ ] She does not want to see that I win money.
[ ] She gets joy from being in control.
[ ] She is spiteful.
[ ] She is benevolent.
[ ] She is envious that she did not have the opportunity to gamble.
[ ] She is envious that she had a lower endowment.

Post-experimental questionnaire: assessing emotions toward the patron

In the experiment you decided to bet ... ECU. Suppose the participant in role B limited your bet to 0 ECU. You now accidentally meet this member. Please indicate your feelings towards this person in the following situations:

Positive lottery outcome

Your bet was lucky and you won 0 ECU. If the participant in role B would have not restricted your bet, you would have won ... ECU.

• Please indicate your anger toward the participant in role B.
• Please indicate your gratitude toward the participant in role B.

Negative lottery outcome

Your bet was unlucky and you lost 0 ECU. If the participant in role B would have not restricted your bet, you would have lost ... ECU.

• Please indicate your anger toward the participant in role B.
• Please indicate your gratitude toward the participant in role B.

[Participants indicated their feelings of anger and gratitude on a 7-point scale].